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m&mi ] ptm (x«Pdi) &j>'con^6ft

Pt.Au. Pd. Ag, R h . Ir, Cu ©S^uaS
mm<D£m<D^-rinfrt, s i o, . a i , o, . m s

0. TiOj , Li, 0. CaO, ZnO. ZrO, Y
, O, . HfOH©Kltt©t,>fh^ (XBS i

j N, , AIN, BN^Tin. Z r N, GaNf©g 10

*t2ft©l»m*>) (XBS i C. TiC. ZrC, Ta

[IS*^2] PtI (XBPdi) 2WCoBa»6ft

Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir.Cu ©ffi>l>Al£

ffi&<D&m<D^?il,frt, S i O, , A 1 , O s . Mg
O, T i O, . Li, O, CaO, ZnO, Z r O. Y 20

, 0 3 , H f OW<DWHV®l<D(<*-?tlfr (XtiS i

, N< . AIN. BN, Tin, Z r N, GaNfdg
\im<0^-rtitp) (XttSiC. TiC. ZrC. Ta

#0. 3 nm«±l 0 nmt(T©^8frlgK:j;o-C. 9^
(Dmicft-m$nx ft& c t znm. t-rzmmmm».
[»^3J3] PtI (XUPdl) SO'ColA^*:

_tiaTJ&Jitt. 30

Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir.Cu ©of'CuEiS

ffim<D&m<D^rtifrt. s i o, , a i 2 o 3 . Mg
O, T i O, . Li, O. CaO. ZnO, ZrO, Y
, 0 3 . HfOf©Htf©^Tni> (XttS i

, N< , AIN, B_N, Tin. Z r N. GaNf©S
ifcSKOom*) (XBS i C, TiC. ZrC. Ta

±ia^)i?g»ie^ui«.

Pt.Au. Pd. Ag, Rh. Ir. Cu©ffl'l>ffi* 40

tttjg©#(S©C>-rft*p£, S i O, . A 1 , 0 3 . Mg
O. T i O, . Li, O, CaO. ZnO. ZrO. Y
, 0, . H f 03kD»fl3&©C»m*» (XttS i

3 N< . AIN, BN, Tin. Z r N. GaNfOl
itmo^-ftlfr) (XttSiC. TiC, ZrC. Ta
c%?<j>m.itm<D\.>?tii») t©a^«w*e>fto. /»$

# 0 . 3 n mJtLt 1 0 n mOT©»BtI«:J: T . aifc

©jbK#ta snr ft £ c <t £rsRauetMBtt.
[il*«4] NiFe. CoZr, F e Nf©(,^fn

^200 1- 1 55329
2

m&m&mticftmztitc pt, au. Pd. Ag,
Rh, I r, Cu(DW<b\L&ffi&<D±m(D^-?tifr£.

SiO, , Al, O, , MgO. T i O, . Li, O,

CaO, ZnO, ZrO, Y, O, , H f OSWDBMbtt
©l>-f;h#> (XttS i 3 N, . A 1 N. BN. Tin.
Z r N, GaN^©a{t!fel©^rn^) (XttS i C,

TiC. ZrC. T a Cf©^t»l>fn*) £©a
£1tff4#> 6 ft 9 , f^^ln m«± 3 0 n mfelTOf?

3

©a^tmsi.
Ka^«5f4«©±tcff^3 ftfc. P t JB (Xtt P dS

)

[ti*ji5 ] w*Ji i iciet£©ie»fe^<*K:*i^

r.

jjaflWKaiiEiaisi. ±mrmmt(Dmic, pt, a
u. Pd. Ag. Rh, Ir, Al, Ni, Cu m<Dffi

fife) 0. 3nmULt5nmftTF©J*3©S
ffij]is.TW>ftmftft&-&uit>t>ti-c ft£ c tznmt?

r,

±taa)i®Mia^ii©±ia^WJiK: tfc-or^f!i3nfcs

n<t. ±se^-irJii©r<goc, pt, au, Pd, Ag,
Rh, Ir, Al, Ni, Cu m<DM'bui£ffi:£0>&fm

©i,>-T4-i#> (X«te^H©^©^m^) 2»e>ft<9,

0 . 3 n m«Jb 5 n mJi(T©J13 ©«fifc^1gTffll^J)l^

M#t*e»nr%sci £#1* i -r saafa^jsn*.,

nmm 7 ] sit&g 3 ccsetg©a£mias&gttK:fot,>

±teaee«iefa©©±ga^KJiic j; -,-c^so3 n/cs
Hi, ±E#»rJl'£©lfflK % Pt. Au. Pd, Ag,
Rh. Ir. Al, Ni. Cu m<Dffi<b±Lr£nM<D3tm

©t>rti*» (x«K^n©^#©^-rn^) *^fto,
0. 3nmW±5nmJyT©)13©«fi£^ffi;T}qi$IJg^

[nt&a 8 ] 3 &c iat)t©B£Sifassise **<, »

r.

±ia»)H&Sita&ji£. ±faTtteJii©^cc. pt, a
u. Pd, Ag. Rh. Ir. Al. Ni. Cu m<Dffi

'bu.mffi&o&m<D^Ttifr <x»fg^B©^©(,»r
n*1 ) tiPhtt*). 0. 3nmW±5nm«T©/S3©S
l^JigTWftlJIi^S^Lfe^n-Cft 4 C i

sismia^fto
c»5»s 9 ] 4 {cfatg©5amfais.^ttic*ic»

r.

±ia«msmia»@4. ±faa^#*4@£©RsjK:, p
t. Au, Pd. Ag. Rh. Ir. Al. Ni, Cu

©t»rti^) 3&i6ft 0. 0. 3 nmJiLb5 nmWT©f
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2(D&mjji&Twmm&&&&i^ht&sci^

B©J1;?#, 3nmtl±2 0nmli(TCCi3:^Snr^5

x.

[000 1]

[0 0 0 2]

[0003] c©e«iB^*tc^-rsffif*?jsmiBiio
wh**js*-t s#ffi<z> i oi lt, sa^Mia^*

X. C o C r^^|E<©F^£3n-CI,».2) 0

[0004] isfrhu&h. mmm^ummmmmm
wow&tfnt bt©c o c r ^#©^a^»s^ttw

C©/tat>, CoCr^#©lttitt.

©Jg(B££c-5c£;&5fc]64rtV-5.

[0005] c©fflgi*B?&T£/£«><;ctt, saa^ta

£ftt;m£fflt>ft«Ji<, ^-©J:5fr^ttJi£i,Ttt.

coi, ptxBPdi zisKicmmLtcmmm&mw

[0 00 6] KTBC. 114€#Ibt, WCo
mt htc'&*<Dwmzmmw*wm?2>„ i owe.

H£#l nra©T iI^6Aj:5S»12i/M,r. «S
*52 0nmOP tB^6&&Tife)1 3 ftT

Tttt)13±0C«, J13#0. 6nm©Co@i,
mzfro. 8 nm©p tJi^ssstc, ^-;n-en2 oft-f

flUBflBSllBfMHJbtctt. JI3#1 0nm©CWj:5
ism 5 fimmmrx.snn^.
[ 0 0 0 7 ] a 1 5 K. 13 1 4KH^L/cS£3|$©G&Siia

C3) ^2 00 1 - 1 5 5 3 2 9

4

ttfcOT, «tlA«:fiB{fc©B«3H (kOe) tfM
w^-fbM?r7K-r„ si 6cc. hi 4t,cmmutc&$t<Dm

m-r. ii6tcfcc>r. stttttf (isiig^) (MHz)
mmzs-<XV^)l> (dB) £^T. ft.

5&yT2i 6©:KiH£©f?»c-3(,>T«. f£j$-f-& 0

[0 00 8 ]

[ffcB^8?&bJ:5£-f£tigI] iC5t. **^Co
10 £. P tXttPdi*SEi:tc»)BUfc»*««i^W*

wrsis»iaa«(*w. ft®&miaMui©gits8mii;fr

i =>©vmmsMmc^#r $> s „

[0 00 9 ] *>#>&j£tClE*. Coi, p t

x«p d <t *£.mcffimutcmm®MimmzmTzffi.

<fc-5£-r£&©-e*£„
20 [0 0 10]iC5t, **5Coi, PtXUPdi

*3£5ctiiJi b/c«^e«ia»Ji£Wf£fi£*©6£«§a

tCJc-^T. fc£©iiMU_Be^MX#if*-C. S/N#
^fcT££L>-5^£#&£.
[0 0 1 1 ] frfrZ&tcmfr. *»MB. Cot, P t

x« p d £ ^atcfflii utdmmm$mmm%mrzm

4 jqj*r . s/N ©<£< t*W%W & c £ ©-c #
S ©4ffl*L J: 5 £ "T* &©-C*S

„

30 [00121X. Coi, PtXIJPdi?:

m?$>z £ . mmBaifB&Btf/? < r 4> . *sn«i©
lfA*Wx.T, S/N©^t5:JWJT-2)C£©-C^-S€.
©4SSS L- J: 5 £rS i><D-C$> 5

.

[0 0 13] iC5t, Cot, PtXWPd££3£5

x. ^(Dmmmmmm<DTfcmm.m*m-)z>t. ta

iis^3&^w{c*wsc£K^s*5, zoimm. mmm
40 Mla^icfcC^ 5 s J XtmiMt -5 C £#^)C £ *i»

*ofc. cct, r tafsyg^BSiHtsw s j «

.

^cor, iei^^©KD**^</eC ^) c£4.«i!*T

[0014] Coi, P t

X«P d iftXStc«»uyfc»BfiBaws»JI%Wr*»
S«BfSyK#K:*j(,»-c . iR@^M!ei8@©TCc$W&t£Ji£

-s c £ «t -or . Mm&fe&wmicm

v

£ ^tc

so 4X(Dm*wmrz>c.ii<Dxish$>(D*tem:i,&^£
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[0015] £C3T\ Coi. PtXBPdi^I

t. Au. Pd. Ag, Rh. I r . Cu (DW'kiWzffi

i£<E>i£Jl<7H>-rft*>£. S i O, , A 1 , 0 3 . Mg
O. TiO, . Li, O. CaO, ZnO, Z r O. Y
, o 3 , h f om<om\tm<o^-§mifi (xits i

3 N< , A 1 N. BN. Tin. ZrN. GaN^CDg
{fcW<0C»rti*>) (XtiSiC. TiC. ZrC. Ta 10

[0016] *»*>-5^tc«*. *^BJW. P t® (X(J

Pd®) RO^o®^6&£*»JlffiajnieS3iJl£. ^(Dffl

®S8MfB&JfK^TT £Ttt!® i * 3««S2»«8*'C
Sot, ^©TifeJI^T. Pt, Au, Pd, Ag,
Rh, I r. Cu<Offi>b&&l&:&<D-&m<D^-?ti-frL> 20

S iO, , Al, 0 3 , MgO, Ti0 2 , Li, O,

CaO. ZnO. ZrO, Y, 0 3 , HfOf©i<tt
Ol^n^ (XIZS i a N, . A 1 N, BN, Tin,
ZrN. GaN^©^^©^^*-) (X«S i C,

TiC, ZrC, T aCW(D&i{m<Di.>Ttlfr) £<Dm
^*tf**Kttfc»aiBfiai*«c*jc»r. fftAflB£HE£UI

*5?Tf<T&. «S^©ttfF*»WTSC £©"?$**>©
*mm L, <* 5 £ -§r *> i>©r Ob i,

.

[0017] P tJf (XBPdl) StfC o

mfrhttz,mmm^umm t , *-©aiigfiB«ia»JBK:*f 30

iil-r, Pt. Au, Pd. Ag, Rh, Ir, Cu
(DW<btLmM&(D£im<D^-rtift±. sio, , a 1

,

O* , MgO, TiO, , Li, O. CaO, ZnO,
ZrO. Y, 0 3 . H f Om<Dfflt®<Dl>?*lft (X«
Si, N„ . A 1 N. BN, Tin, ZrN. GaNf
(Dmim<D^-ftlfr) (XBS i C. TiC. ZrC.
Tac^©^{kf5©^-rn^) t(om^m^m~y. m
mmmmmfiK mzwo. 3 n mai 1 0 n mttT©

<*«. ffimmsitmrntiw < -c & . «*«©***»*
r. s/N©^b*fflj*o-rsci*j-c^s^ «ju®»
IBHH©^©^®K <£ T^-fH 3 tlfc&JI^S^ £

,

[0018] *?£BJJtt. Coi. P t

M©tf*€:fflJx--C. S/NO^b^lWTSt^-Ci*

1$K5 2001-155329
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[0019] £C5T. P tJl (XttPdl) RC>'C o

r*T»H£**rr*»«ia»8flE-c*-9-c. -e-©»ii

fiSmia^@3&s. Pt.Au. Pd.Ag. Rh. Ir.

Cu©M'fr££$j§©:£«©U-fft#>£. S i O, , A
], 0 3 . MgO. TiO, . Li, O. CaO. Zn
O. ZrO, Y, 0 3 , H f Om<Dfflt1fo(D^Ttlfr

(XUS i , N, . A 1 N , BN, Tin, ZrN. G
a N^©S{ttt$5©t,>-fti*>) (X«SiC. TiC. Z
re. t a.cm<nm.itm<b^-rn&) tom^mfrh
£9, 3 nmtLhl 0 nm&CF<Dftmmic<i:

ot, mmcDmicftmztirrjzmm.Bmmmi. mm
®Mimm&B<-ci>, Ma^cDiiA^nux-c. s/n

&<0>b2^t jt-fttzumti&'mhin-r. X, 2 0nmJ;

[0 020] frfrSACCff*. Pti (X«

flL©i»*£W*.T. S/NC^i'fcSrttrWrSCiJW-C*

t£jlS^CDf#6 *a£ 4>©£«* L J: 5 £T£ fc©f*

[002 1 ]

[»«*»**" Sftsb©^©] m 1 ©#2618 tt. Ptl
(XttPdH) R^X oJifr6&S»Jli&SifeM*Ji£.

-e©aaiE»iB»)i(c^sTtti!)i <t s^mte^
jaH*{C*jt>T. Tife^tt. Pt. Au. Pd. Ag. R
h. I r. Cu©ffi^ALS#3g©#)S©t>-rn^£. s

i O, . Al, 0 3 . MgO, TiO, , L i, O, C
aO, ZnO. ZrO. Y, 0 3 , HfO^OKl'b^I©
t^-rn^ (XtiS i , N, . A 1 N. BN, Tin, Z
rN. GaN^©a-fb«J©C^tl^) (XttSiC. T
iC. ZrC. TaC^©Kft^©C^T'n^) £©^

[0022] fr&zm i ©^B^tcitits. p t m (X
«Pd@) SOXo@A^^Sffl@fia«l£^Jltc>^-r-5
TifeH^Pt, Au, Pd. Ag. Rh, I r. Cu©
B^AlS^ii©^)l©<.»-rn^£, S i O, , A 1, O
3 , MgO, TiO, . Li, O. CaO, ZnO, Z

rO, Y 2 O, . H f OI£©&{t!Bj©t>-rfta> (XIJS
i 3 N, . A 1 N, BN. Tin. ZrN, GaNf©
a{b^J©t^-rn^> (XttS iC. TiC. ZrC. T
ac^©^fti33©^rn^) ±<Dm&bmfrt>r£*>M&

[0 02 3]>|2O$^(I. Ptjg(X«PdJl)S



(5)

7

Kiiut. mmmm.mmmz. pt. a u . Pd. a

g. Rh. I r. C u (Dffi'C\£i£rai!©:£JScDl, >-Tft*»

SiO, , A 1 j O, , MgO, TiO, , L i ,

0. CaO. ZnO. Z r O. Y, O, . H f OI£©8£

iWUKD^-ftlfr (X«S i, N, , A1N, BN. T i

n. ZrN. GaN^CD^b^JCDt^-rn^) (XBS i

C, TiC, ZrC. TaC^O)&iit%)<Dl,>-?tifr) i

4>tK£ttftA»&&9. JIS^O. 3nm£U:10nmK
T©#»rBK:j:^-c. «K©Bfc$^«*ft-cttSttaia io

[0 0 2 4 ] m3©*^HJ(j. P tB (XttPdB) S
ck: oB^eftsmBJ&aie&Bi. -e©8tBia«iaia

it&Btt. Pt. Au. Pd, Ag, Rh. Ir. C u ©
ffi'Cv£i*tf®©^CDl>r S i O, , A 1 2 O
3 . MgO. TiO, . Li, O. CaO. ZnO, Z

ro, y, o 3 . h f om<Dmitm<Di>-rtifr <x«s
1, N 4 . A1N, BN. Tin. ZrN. GaN^CD
mfm<D^-rtxi^) (xusic, tic, zrc, t 20

tm«nc"c«fissn*i«{c. »Bse^te»B». p
t. Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, C u ©iS-lMzStS

^©#M©l^-rtl^<t. S i O, , A 1 j Oj , Mg
0. TiO,. Li, O. CaO, ZnO. Z r 0, Y
, Oj . h fof®ntii©i Sfn^ (xws i

3 N„ . A 1 N. BN. Tin. ZrN. GaN?©I
itmco^-m^) (XUSiC. TiC, ZrC. Ta
Cm<J>vitV&l<D^-?ft.fr) <b©ffl£Wft#>6ft9. mz

3nmJWi:l OnmKT©#iKBK:J:oT. «3& 30

©b jc$hw 3 ftr ft*msssmm»vhz

.

[0 0 2 5 ] !84©:£2feBJ3«, NiFe. CoZr. F

(Cjf^Sftfc, Pt, Au. Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir.

cu<Dm<btn£ffl&<D-&m<D^-ftifrt. s i o, . a
1, O a , MgO, TiO,, Li, O, CaO, Zn
O, ZrO, Y, 0 3 , H f 0^©®Kb1*5©l>-rft#>

(X«S i 3 N, , A 1 N. BN. Tin, ZrN. G
aN^©g^fc^5©l-»-rft^) (XttS i C. TiC. Z

rC. TaCfO^tWOfn*) t<om^mfrh 40

ft<5. mztfil nm«l3 0nm«T©J13©«^«t4
Hi. ^©ffi^tt^B©±Kff5»t£3ft;fc. PtI (X«
Pd@) sotcoB^ettiaHSB^WEauit^-ra

[002 6 ] ^5©**B^B, $ l ©*^Bj(ctj^r.

mmmmi$mt, t»»£©m«c. pt, au. p
d, Ag, Rh, Ir, Al, Ni, CufCIMS
«KS©£R©l»rft*» (Xtt-£©£H©^©l>-rft
A>) ft <9 . 0 . 3ni«15n mUTF©!?;? ©OS®
^fiTW*llBA^«E-l± 6ftT ft £?&«sess&S(*-c£> so

^2 0 0 1-155329
8

[0027]fe©**w«, ^2©*^^cteiir.
«B^fa^B©##rBK<fcoT#f!l;*ft/c&B<!:. #
BrBiORSK:. Pt, Au. Pd, Ag. Rh. Ir.

A 1 . N i . C u^©®-63:^»3i©^S©^-rft^
(X«^©£H©££©l>-rft*>) ^e»ft*3, 0. 3n

#£ ftr ft SJ85isei8S&f*-c& €»

.

[0 0 2 8 ] ^7©*^BJ«, ^3©*f6B^(c4oUr.
«Bl&«ia^B©#KBKJ;^T#«3ftfc&Bi. ft

»rB£©|HKC. Pt. Au. Pd. Ag. Rh. I r.

a i . n i . c uw<Dm&M.&ffim<D&m<D(,>-ri\fr

(X«^©#H©^#©l^rft*0 30>6ftO. 0. 3n
mJW±5 n m«T©iS$©«®L7JifiT»JBdS/Mi-t3-L
i* 6 ftr ft SfigSUBfiMXtt-C* 6

.

[0 0 2 9 ] g|8©3|s^BJtt, m3©*^(c*5t,>r,
»BHmia^B4. TliB4©^5C. Pt. Au. P
d, Ag. Rh. I r. Al. Ni. Cu m<DW>biL&
m&<D&M<D<,>Ttlfr (x«-€-©^«©^©^-rft
fr) fcht£<0 , 0. 3 nmfeLh5 n mJyT©il$©^^

[0 030] H9©##feBj]tt. ®4©^BJ{C*5^r,
fflBKSliSliBi. «^$W«<!:©IBI«C. Pt. Au.
Pd, Ag, Rh, I r, Al, Ni, Cu ^©ffl'lMl

ft«j&©#js©^-rft3t»> (xtt*c*«o^ioi>rn
0. 3 nmjy±5 nm«T©J13©^fiS

^{gTWSHJB^/r&ti- L#>e>nr ftss&ftfataygtirc*

[ o o 3 i ] is i o syi i i ©*#feBj3tt, -e^-enis

UmicJ:-iTftmZtltc&m<Dm2&, 3nm«l2 0

n m«TtC«3E$ftrft4«SUEfiWI#r*S.
[0 03 2 ]

[»w©s$S6©#s] 5t-r. lai s#ilt, *&w<d

r. cft©«HB. ffl^a&&t*©«5lK:j£D-csift£
As, CCttt, St51©Jb«:
W, gfi2^H, TtfiiB2^te#^fS3ft^„ m
«1 ##5 gfl2tLtti. Wt«. T

[0 03 3 ] fit, TtttB3±(C. PtB(X«Pd
B) R?>*c omfrht£i,mmm.mmmAmmm^
ft*. c©»BiaE^feiaB4«, cct«, m
*.«. 0. 6nm©PdB£. 113*5, fl^tf. 0. 6

nm©C oli*i, -&ft-eft2 0^r^SK«B$ft
fc*>©r*-S„

[0 03 4 ] fiBiS«ia^B4±{C». <£HB5 JiJMS

ffJfiS3ft-C^-S„ C©(SKB5t*. CC-Ctt.

1 0 nmJl©C^6^)3;3ftS.
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[0 03 5] ±m<OTtm 2», Pt, A u , Pd, A
g, Rh. I r, C u©®>C\&£ttjg©#IS©l>--rti#>

£. S i O, , A 1 j O, . MgO. TiO, . Li,
O. CaO, ZnO. ZrO, Y, O, , HfO^OK
itWKO^-ftlfr (XttS i 3 N« . A1N. BN. T i

n. ZrN. GaN^fDHt^OC^to) <X«S i

C. TiC. ZrC. TaCtgF©8Ht»©^"rfta>) i

2#*>*>3ffl/&£W-T5C:<ttcJ:iJ. Pti <X«Pd

-CZZo CC?tt. T±tSH2te. mt*. Aui. Si
o, ±©4©a£tmfr6&s«£#t4«*><&fc»). -e

[0 03 6] TtiJ12 lcmi>htlZ±m<DM'biLmm&
©^T'*SPt. Au. Pd. Ag, Rh. Ir, C

**»#rc*s»). ^*>ojiBr*s. Ttt«!Ji2tcffl^6

n-5±i£©SiO, , AhO, . MgO. TiO, .

Li, O. CaO. ZnO. ZrO. Y, O, . HfO
m<Dmm<D^?*\fr (x»s i 3 n, . a 1 n. b
N. Tin. ZrN. G a N^Sfb^©^^)
(XttSiC, TiC, ZrC. TaCf©I(t»^

-rtift) «, si. a 1 . t i m<DwimjPsm£&'giL
st>7c*4. mm. mm, mmmtMt-kvvfrhKz.
[oo 373 02(c. 01 <Dmm<DBm<Dmmmm&

T. Wmit®.4b<D&ZH (kOe) £if;L. tBtttttttt

M*7ivr. m2<DWf*tf}ftMimm<D&z (dM/d
H) ». Hi 5©Mrt^68^bft^©«# (dM/d
H) CCtt^-C.«Jt-C-*^©-r*. SSffilftflHKOtBSfPffljW

2i>&<. c©fc»s*^cc^ins>'^x©^t,^
«fa&!«f**n#64-i£.

[ 0 0 3 8 ] ® 3 ». 01 ©SBE5«aii«ft©—^tc—

«

^«&©ff-^^rfSSSO'W^IfciS©3£X-< 2? HI
Zfjk-r. H3K*»t>-c. if*«f (jeii^K) (mhz)
£t*L. JSttltiy-YXU^JU (dB) sr^-r.

[0 0 3 9 ] H3R?>*H1 6©S£X-^i7 h;Ki. SS
#2. 5 Ais+am^xm,? < x2±ic. -en^tii 1

StfHi 4©«mse^f* ;£:^-n-e:n^)SL. ^©fw
X^^l^^ RC#T£tI*jiIK*5 1 5 m/sec Kfc

3£5<Cl51$£$t^ lai^b 7? 2701**1. 2um©MR
^» F («aSJS^7 F) r^je^5 0MHz©M#

y ?mfr0 . 9 /i m©M R^ -j F
L

"C

.

rbt&-f££. 03©^^ 1 6 J;f)^-rXU-^;b^<gc>

[004 0) 11 ©agmis^^©TiM 3 ©2? -y
h©AuO}|«$(%) i. l^iC^S'ti-SAu

(6) itna 2 0 0 1 - 1 5 5 3 2 9

10

Jt (%) £©R8©|ifli&*. i4KMi8iLT^L
fc. C ©$J£©|5g©Tit&JI 3 £**|Ji£T£A u SO* S i O
, ©ttStbtt. A u : 6 0 %. S i O, :4 0%f*^
fc.

[oo4i]05K, 01 tctevzmmmmteictew
4l*Bflfl£iK»»4fc:feW*CoJB©»3£0. 6nm
*><E>0. 5 nmtt^HL. ,*3**0. 8nm©PdI5:

nm©P tlKC^M-rSiSCC. Ttt®3^.
IJ*520nm© (Au + AI, 0 3 ) JI*>6. Jl$*5

10 2 0 nm© (P t +A 1 , 0 3 ) m^WLfcm^Ccis
Ttm3tp<DP t©&«fcb (%) tcMT-SSiS^

(S]©«65^He (kOe) Scflf -> A X©Jt ( S/
N) (dB) i©BB©IB«%. 9#tt«l<hLT^L;rc&
©r*S„ Z(Dm£, ¥-Wf-1. 5 -<

r >^©^^X»7r

^f*8Sl^? FK^-r-5tS*liESAn 5m/sec tt&

5 (ClHlfcS t*. lafir-^y 27*1*11. 2um©MR
^ » f (mstas&r* -J f > -ca 5 0 m h z ©«#
*. fi£M3tifc6SMia»^f*(ctaifi/, -e©3a»(t-sf*

20 S£h^ > 27ip|*"0. 9 umMR'N? F"CW£L-. •?©

B£.*I##©5 0MHz©©*t&. 0MHz*680M
H z * T-© v -(X£H# fc y XS£JK£ ©ib=& S/ N

[0 04 2]»C, [3 6^#MLr. *§£BFl<Dmm<DB

a« 1 . ssn2 , Tiffijis^rj-isa^s «s 1

t. a^mta^Ji4{c-oc Jri54B^^-^„

[0043] tC5-C, Hi iCmUtclmZMSaMzmmte
30 r». m@6aateii4*w< ^^©it^cj;

0. ^^©tfttijyjitc^^x^itjnLr. msmsjx
tb (S/N) &&{b-?Z„
[ 0 0 4 4 ] -g-cr. c©se«ia$^(*©a®!smieis
H4«. p ta (XttPdii) sj>'Cog^e.ife-5>ais

68»ia^®^. Pt.Au. Pd.Ag. Rh. Ir©
a^AL^js©^js©c»-rn*»<t. sio, , ai, o
3 . MgO. TiO, . Li, O. CaO, Z n O. Z
rO. Y, o 3 . H f o*»©BMk«j©c»rn*> (X«S
i 3 N, . A 1 N. BN, Tin, ZrN, GaN^©

40 B(b#)©l»-rn^> (XIJS i C, TiC. ZrC. T
ac*9©&fl3ft©ir»r*i*») t©a^tm*»6tto. »
3*5 0. 3 nmjy± 1 0 n mJyT©#»r« 6 &C J:

«8»©Btc^»3n-c«tessn4.
[0045] mmmM%mm4ttc(Dj:>? icffif&ztir

c»SCt«:J:0. ^©faeKJc-^r, PtO (XtiPd

©es«*i}ipx.6nr. ^-©fflasa«ia$w*w< rt>.

>^X©i,Stt]*s}I]lx.6n-i> <,

[0 046]^W16©)I3#10. SnmifUlC^
50 ». +^^^>(X[ai^^*nf X, lOnmJ;
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9 ill SW««ffii9W4©JM*W<fcDii?

[0 04 7]16©«T(J. J5£#. «*.«.

0. 6nmOPdli, J13#. 0. 6nm©
coii*i, -en-en2 ot5?r-o5istca@3n/cPd

Jl£. ffi*#0. 6nm© (Au + S i O, )

m-frhts;z>2fo<DfrmmQt<c£.-?x. zftmisx. 10

[ 0 0 4 8 ] 3?tC. - H 7 £#.BB LT . *?m<OmM<DB 10

5 1*0 1 ©®3nia&$f*©—ffl£|6]D&©-C. ^©i^Bg

coo49] coiAssiflEa. mmm 1

nmJI©T i®) 2£/fLT. «g (WU*.
l±tc«#JBfiK$nfc. NiFe, CoZr. Fe

N*©C»rft*>*»6&*W8ttJi 7 £ . -?-©&eSt£JI

7

±KJBlS53*lfc. Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, I

r. CuOffi/C^Al^lijS^^JlOl^^^i. Si 20

0 2 , Ah 0 3 . MgO, T i O, , Li 2 O. Ca
O. ZnO. ZrO. Y, 0 3 . H f 0^om<t^}<Dl>
Ttl*> (XttS i , N, . A1N. B N, Tin. Z r

N. GaN^©^^©^*!*") (XWS i C. T i

C. ZrC, TaC^CDti^t^©tvrtt:fr>) £©«^t
*4*»6>*»J. nmttJi3 0nin«T©J*3©«

tJi (x«Pdi) syc ojB*>6&&8!Att$ifaaji

[0 0 5 0 3 <*r. ®itieiifflaafeiSJi©Tiiifc, «c 30

C£#£l>. -ec-c. ±3$©J:5ic. Dc^ttJ17£. at

mmmmm4 £©iatt. .t&©«£*m»8 zjrn?

[0 0 5 1 ] a6tt»18©*?«. InmiOIOi
sk. </ -f xfiwa*tt»6>tir. 3 0 n m<t *) mi*m
£tt. »JI®miE£iJI4£. tfeS614S7£©ra©iSSt3&i

gtnai^-c. 7 {c«ts±a©ja*3i«/hs < ft 40

[00 5 2 ] 0 7©<?ijr«. &8&fflI7£L,T, Wit

«. N i F eJH*/flt», *6«fti8 4Lt. W*«.
WSaWl 0 nm© (Au + SiO, ) @£ffil,>. HUStt

»EISW4£U-C. WAtf. 0. 6nm©Pd
»£. mz&. «*.«. 0. 6nm©coji£*5. -en

en2 otJct*oSES«cflW3tifct,©*ffl(,>n»-B.

[0 0 5 3 ] ^K. H8 ^#ML/T. #89J©3!*©JB
sw>saaiB»«ff©flfe©« s . c ©esaisisjeg

a« i . mmm 2 . ritsji 3 . guittaaaian 4 50

2001-155329
12

so'^sjb 5 itm 1 ©sa»iB»«flt©-« £ 15 o&©
t v -e©w"w*«wr*.
[0 05 4] HI ©WMBMKttCCfel,*?. «^***4*>

6 ft 3 ±©fSJfSSJnte&Jl 4 tffti » £ , fiHSfcfr

[0055] c (DMtaimmmz. m 1 ectts&fti&M

Otttcb^T. fRI«8*ti£$itB4£. Tifc»3£©|ffl

CC % Pt, Au. Pd. Ag. Rh. I r, Al. N
i. Cu3t*Dffi<fc5iffi#&©#JS©l>-rfta> (XBJO
#S©^#©(r^m*>) 0. 3nmfcLh5n
mttT©WS©flaBi*fiTai»IB 9 0* ent
ft£ &©-?*&. C©fiSa^3flSTWJ*iJ®9©^>attCj;o

r. S®fi8»IB»)g4^tiJg^©«fiBy3©eT?&ffli*iJ

-r£c£*s-c#*.
[0 05 6 ] H8©MTtt. fi^:fcffiTW1W»9 ». M
*.«. Ptl*?><t5.
[0 05 7 ] 09tC-3l»-CSMBT&. ^n-ett5
fe©. Jf$#0. 5nm©PdJl£. mZ&0. 6nm
©C oa£*&StcftaOTfltJB^S&n4&ffl$
0. Pt#S5 0%. S iO, #5 0%*>6ftS. Jl$*s

30nm©(Pt + SiO, ) JI£fflt\ SMfiBSUa**

n 4 soTtti 3 ra . p d&h tt&vmtn&-rm\\m

MM*tc*5C»T. PdJt©JJIJ!£. WJl^fBiiJ14©«
K3(Hc) (kOe)i ©rB1©K^^^t-^ttft^

09tC7F-T„ Pd^©^^3~5nm©£#.
HA(Hc) #it-* (-€-©t-^«Ci. BS2. 5kO
e) £&£.
[0 0 5 8 ] *CC. 0 1 0 *#MLt, *»«©*»©
»SS©«aBB»«K*©flfe©««rBWB-r 4. C©^afe»

SKI. s*n2. Ti&m3&vumm5tem

[0 05 9] B6©««B»»E*Mcfel»T. S^tf?4*
6 tc j: or»sus tifc&mmssMmma ©

[0 0 6 0 ] *CT. C©01 0©SaMfB^i*«. 0
6K«*««aiMi#«c*ji>r. «Bfis«t2isjS4©^-

KM6JCJ;or53-S(l3nfc-&^£. ^WJieiomtc.
Pt. Au. Pd. Ag. Rh. Ir.Al.Ni.C
u^©s^s:js«ji©^i©^-rn*i (x»*©^w©
^©l>-rn*>) *»6*«5. 0. 3 nmt(±5n mJiTF

©i¥ 3© fiPfiS^lSTfflftn 9 d^fit* L «>6fir ft4
©T'*ac C©«H^ffiTffl)*iJil9©^ffiK:J;^T. «
g?s»ie»a4 <Dft®m 6 k j: r^sas
t »«^©fii«*©fiT*MKtiiJr S C £ jWTt -So

to o 6 i ] yctc. hi o <m.mmm&(om<Dmm
ZmWTZ. H6©BaUBMfttt(Cbl>?. tt^tm*>
6 ft STtikB 3 ±©li)ia5mieS^)l 4 aWWl » £

.

©igi^^Da.
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[ o o 6 2 ] a i o <Dwmmm\*<Dm<Dmmit> m

mmmmmwa*. mmM&rFmmmz&i-rr. mm
mMzmmt. rmmtvpiiic. pt, au, Pd. a

g, Rh, I r, Al, Ni, C u ^©®-l>AZi£l£j&©

£MCD^-fi\fr (X« je-©#d©£^:tfH>-r*l#>) frh

&9. 0. 3 n m«±5 n mWT(?))l?©g«^ET«l

T«iftijjf©/M$Eccj;-?-t. mmmmMimmi)m^m^(D
umtw&TzmiT&ct&TZz. cvmsvmft io

coo63] -xic. m i o <Dffl<Df&<Dmmzifrw?

mi o(ommmm»tmm^ mmmmmmo
ftmmicjz^-cftmztitc&m-t. #*rB£©R8tt. p

t , Au. Pd. Ag, Rh. Ir. Al. Ni. Cu
m<DW'b'$.&ffi&<D&m<Di>-mft (x»-e©#is©^
£©t,>-r*i#>) *>6&<9. 0. 3 nmHt5 nmtTF©
* 2(DUWJj&TWmm 9 I, #>£>4iT& £ £
tc hi ouzmu*). mmffiMimmt. Tt&mt<D 20

miCh. Pt. Au. Pd. Ag, Rh, I r, Al.
n i . cum<DW&tam :fk<i>3m(D^-r*\fr

&•*>*>©-?&£,, c©»mie^*«wcj:ntf. sssm

mmommmic <t o r^tn;* ft/e&B#?fi>t§£©s
682;©<gT£JflliiMl-r£ C £WC 5* S £ SOC. ffiBS&MiB

isb £ TifeB £ ©ra©«l&;^f£TWSiJ®©/l-£K
r. mmmMmm4Am^m^(D^mt)(D{&r^mm 30

[0 064 ] #(C. m 1 1 ^i.It/t, *¥£W<Dm&<D

S#U, &#®2. »BlS*iB»B4. ill
5Rummvm 1 vm 1 (omsassmm&v—mt pi da
©-c, ^©i&Bj^Bg-rs.
[0 0 6 5] a7<DSSmieJS^tCtet>T. ^ItfftB
8±©8fBSEt«iB^B4am>£, {%WJ><DfiXP&£C

[0066] -ecr, 0 1 1 ommzmmmz. 17© 40

)18£©Pb^C. Pt. Au. Pd, Ag. Rh. Ir.

A 1 . N i , C u%£<DW'bil&ffij&<D&M<D^-¥tl&

(Xte&&m<D-g[£.(D\,>-?infr) iPhU*) . 0. 3nm
&± 5 n m«T©Jl 3(D&mt)t&Tmm 9 b

C©01 l©8&^sBS*${*CCj:4itf. t©Sli&t)

®TWJB 9 (Dft&c J; ^, r , fWUKfifB^B 4 <

[ o o 6 7 j a 1 1 owrii, mmmmmm4 £, ^
^W^8<h©^«:, &&2MST«K|rlJB9£bT©, m 50

?$B82001-155329
14

[0 06 8 ]

[^tfe^j] JMc. Ml 2©ai3£#ML-C, *^BJ©H
«6©}f^©isMie^^^©^j5gM©Ji«ji £ . -e©b®
m<D®.$5.mmmft(DUffijj uoe) ms/n (d

B) ££,t^\
[0 069 ] UteW a «, 08 ©£IM©E8»iBSS^&tC
SO. Cr^^ibT^tf113 A5 0. 5nm©Co
B. BP^. Co ti Cr„i, WWnnmOPdlils-e
ft^ft3 0 tjrro£Slt«B3 n/c«BS8MIB»B£

.

WmVcV^tl^tiB, 0°/o<DAgM2 0%©AgR<>*M
g O©jg£W*4*> <E>& & , )!3*si5nm©TflfeB*W
•r^ES«iB^(*tcfcc^-r, mmmmmmRVTmm

2. 6kOe. 2 8 d Bf*5.
[0070] mmm b «. no©ss©^M©ia
nm©CoB, BP%. Co. 5 Cr, 5 £, 13iHnm©
p d a^-en-en i 5 ticriiZKimmzintcmmWim
iBiSBt, ffctutr^-tt-etas 0%oAgsy2 o%©
AgR£>1VlgO©1ti&#m>6&£. JI3*si5nmO
Ti6B£^wr€»j®miBsii^^*jt<>T. mmwmm
b*s

. ftatt-c^n-ens o%©ass.o*2 o%©a g

MMgo©i^4*e.^5. -en-enii3^3nm
©. 2ft©#WJitcj;-,-r. 3^SJSti^£#t«:. «B
fiaMIBIiBRt>'THfeBrB1ic . m 5* 3 n m© P d JBfe £
^see^(aT«j*iJB^*E3#fc4)©-c.
S/N«-€-4i-?tn2. 2SO"3 2t*^.
[0 07 1 ] ^Jfe^lc B 1 0©S^©^M©8ya
IB^«i*tcSU. Cr^a»iUStff§^0. 5

nm©CoB, BP%. Co„Cr„i, J13*U nm©
p d m&^ti^h 1 0two^sKSHss intcmmmm
immt. WmttV^tl^tl8 0%<DAgR^2 0%(D
AgMMgOCS^iipe.iiS, J¥$*H5nm©

b*s. ^atbr^-n-ens o%©Ag^o'2 o%©a g

SO'MgO©ffl^W*4^P>^a, -en^n^37i53nm
©. 3t&©^BrBicJ:-5-C. 4^»3ti*i««C. fSB
^IBJiBRtfTiftBISKC. H3*33 nm©Pd«A^

[0 072] H^©Jf$Ssd «, 010 (DMM(D<to<D&B

womssMssmtoicmL. c r =&^^£ Lx-gtemz
75^0. 5nm©CoB. BP"^, Co, s Cr„i,
1 nmOPdl^h-eni Otjf-rosSStCfiB^tifc

sbssm^b^, ttWht-c-en-en 8 0 %©a gs^>*

2 0%©AgRUfMgO©ffi£tt*4a>6ft&. 3tj?©^
WfB-C4B«:^»r3n. «B@^IB»B© 3 &©#|&f

B

r 4 BtC^fd5 tlTc&m(D 5 %© I>fjl* £^»rB£©
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tc wmmns&amt* imitr^ti^tis o%<oa g

JkX$2 0 %<DA gMM s 0<DW.&tmip h tt STftU®

tome Pdj§^e>sc£Ji3#i nm<Dmmt)isrn

[0073] coiai 2<Dmmm<Dm&ti'Bi.vs/iifr

mmwmMdMm<DftMmuL&zftmi*tikttt. s/
NttKi^na^. ^^(j^T^-rsfw&Kc^a io

*s. P d »©*P#«»#teT!WIJB£KW4 CI £ CC J: o

/n©<st s fts c «t s

.

[0074] #Ct, S 1 3 ©3RH£#B§ UT . ^mn<D
mm<omm<om^s&mm»<om&mjBLZ/antitm-^
i*u*m<DWsm5m&<DmB3i (koe)ws/N
(dB) tzm-r.
[ 0 0 7 5 ) mZtfO. 4nm©ColSy!

mZ&O. 6nm©Pd®5:*n-en2 0fe-ro5?SfC

fitafc»Jl^ffi»B©TWK: . ^Ai2 0nm©Pd 20

-?<ft3. 4k0e, 1 2dBtS)5„
[0 0 7 6 ] HJSfiflJett. 01©»MtcPU. mZV
0. 6nmOColi, # 1 n m<DP t Jli^.
ft-eft 1 5 tw-pgw 3 ftfcamttas&Mi t , <$isj:b

X'^:tl^tl7 0%©Rh £. 3 0%©T i N£*:>6&-5

«^«f4orafeJg <t *>6 ttsemi2i§&f*-c . -e©«5a
GIRO'S /Nfct^n^ft 2. 2kOe, 28dBt*

[0 07 7 ] mmm tit. m8(DmmicmL. mz&i 30

nmCCoi, /I;*#0. 5nm©PtIi*s, -eft-e

*i3 o^r-otasicaasti/caiiffi^ie^jsi. f*n
itt?-e-ft-€<ft6 o%© 1 rM4 o%©s i , n, 01

^3 nm©P d)l*^^-?>«^(gTJIP*iJa^fi-t*L.
d&fcW^T. «5S*RO'S/N(i^n^tl 1 . 7 . 2 5

[oo7 8]^»jgii m8<D®micmL. mz&i
nm©Cot. /S3#0. 5nm©PtJit#, -5-ft-^ 40

ft i o&rofasccaiBs nfcfltsttaise&n <t

.

tb-c^-ft-efts o%©p t&;>*5 o%©s i , n,

£c6J13#2 0 nm©TM®i^WrS5S^,iel^fttC
fgBfiS^B^SRanFtt5BM«:J*$^3 n m©

p dm»h&zffi&M&rmm**>&-e u&>tcm&
r. sis^Ro's/Nw-eti-eni . 5. 3or-&£.
[0 07 9] ggttfflh «. 0 1 ©ffiMKJlU
0. 6nm©Co@<t > nm©P tJli75S-en

-eii 2 0 tt-rosw 3 nfcflUBa&UBfra t . f*«utr

-?-*i-eft7 0%©A u £. 3 0%©SiCiM^c5^ 50

^200 1- 1 5.5329
16

MS/NStfti-en2. 3kOe, 33dBr*5„
[0 08 0] HJI^i«. H8<D»Sa*c«U ^s^N
1 ££t?J?3#0. 7nm©Co@, Bp-fc. Co 9 „Ni
„ii, w3*so. 8nm©pti*5, ^ft-eft3 0tjt

rotBSK 2nfcawioasEiiw <t . wntt-c-e ft

-eft70%©P tg£. 3 0%©Y, O,

£tH4*>6ttS»3# 1 5 nm©Tifcli#><E.&&!&Site

#3 nm©P t B*>6&£##rJi£/r*f Lfci§^-C,

aa*s.yrs/N«^n^tti2. o, 3ot-*^
[oo8i] mmm j »> @io ©sg^tcjs »s a*

0. 6 n m©C oft, J?3#0 . 5nm©Pdli*5

ib»»3W. f*mtb-c^n-en9 o%©auscxi o%©
Z r Nfre>&£/?3#5nm©ltt©#»r)lK:J:oT,
2 ntc^fd 3 ^Kut^sii^nfcffl^a
§B&JI£©|?atC. Ni„Fe li Ta i *>6&£J^3#i2
0 n m©«W*(BT«liWlB*^»-SL«>fc88asa««#
T\ S/NW3 2T**-5>.

[0 08 2 ]

[^B^cD^m] mi ©**M8(Cj:ft«. PtI(X«P
dm) %.zfCom&*>ts:zmm®.mmmt. -e©«n

t^T^ TlttHW. Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh. 1

r. Cu©ffi/hffi£f8i£©:£H©l>ma><!:. Si
O, . Ah 0 3 . MgO, TiO, , Li, O. Ca
O. ZnO, ZrO. . H f 0^©^ttJ©C^
md> (XttS i 3 N 4 . A1N, BN. Tin. Zr
N. Ga N^OS'fb^C^-rn^) (XttS iC. Ti
c. zrc. Taci?©^{b^©i>-rna>> iCDa^W

[0 08 3 ] M2©*^tcj:n«. Ptl (XBPd

sm#K*s\,>x. mm®mmma. pt. au, p
d. Ag, Rh. 1 r, C uOffi>bM.&ffi&<D&m<D^
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation,

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer A substrate

layer to this laminating magnetic-recording layer It is magnetic-recording data medium equipped with the above. The
above-mentioned substrate layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and

Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3

N4 «) It is characterized by coming to consist of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of carbide,

such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN.
[Claim 2] In magnetic-recording data medium which has a laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt

layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer Either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO,
either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 —) It consists of one (or either of carbide, such as

SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness by 0.3nm
or more fragmentation layer lOnm or less Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by coming to be divided into

two or more layers.

[Claim 3] A laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer A substrate

layer to this laminating magnetic-recording layer It is magnetic-recording data medium equipped with the above. The
above-mentioned substrate layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and

Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3

N4 ») While consisting of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC,

and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN The above-mentioned laminating

magnetic-recording layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu,

Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y203, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --)

It consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N,

BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, and thickness is characterized by coming to be divided into two or more layers by 0.3nm or

more fragmentation layer lOnm or less.

[Claim 4] Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by providing the following. A soft magnetism layer which

consists ofNiFe, CoZr, or FeN Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and

Cu formed on this soft magnetism layer Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as

ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) It consists ofone (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC)
composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, and thickness is a with alnmor more
thickness [ thickness 30nm or less ] composite-material layer. A laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of

Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer which were formed on this composite-material layer

[Claim 5] Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by consisting of either of the metals of face-centered

legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of this metal)

between the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer and the above-mentioned substrate layer, and

making a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer come to

intervene in magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 1

.

[Claim 6] In magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 2, between each class divided by the above-mentioned

part fault of the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer, and the above-mentioned part fault Magnetic-

recording data medium characterized by consisting of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as

Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of this metal), and making a with a 0.3nm or

more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer come to intervene.

[Claim 7] In magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 3, between each class divided by the above-mentioned

http://ww4.ipdl.jpo.go.jpte 3/3/2004
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part fault of the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer, and the above-mentioned part fault Magnetic-

recording data medium characterized by consisting of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as

Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of this metal), and making a with a 0.3nm or

more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer come to intervene.

[Claim 8] Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by consisting of either of the metals of face-centered

legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of this metal)

between the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer and the above-mentioned substrate layer, and

making a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer come to

intervene in magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 3.

[Claim 9] Magnetic-recording data medium characterized by consisting of either of the metals of face-centered

legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of this metal)

between the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer and the above-mentioned composite-material layer,

and making a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer come to

intervene in magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 4.

[Claim 10] Magnetic-recording data medium by which thickness of each class divided by the above-mentioned part

fault of the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer is characterized by coming to be set as 3nm or more
20nm or less in magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 2.

[Claim 11] Magnetic-recording data medium by which thickness of each class divided by the above-mentioned part

fault of the above-mentioned laminating magnetic-recording layer is characterized by coming to be set as 3nm or more
20nm or less in magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 3.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention is applied to a hard disk, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk,

a magneto-optic disk, etc., and relates to suitable magnetic-recording data medium.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The heat demagnetization to which record magnetization decreases the magnetic recording

within a field to magnetic-recording data medium in connection with the densification of recording information

according to the passage oftime is posing a problem.

[0003] There is a vertical magnetic recording as one of the technique of solving the trouble of the magnetic recording

within a field over this magnetic-recording data medium. As a magnetic material of this magnetic-recording data

medium for vertical magnetic recordings, the CoCr alloy is studied widely.

[0004] However, since the vertical magnetic anisotropy of the CoCr alloy as a magnetic material ofmagnetic-recording

data medium for vertical magnetic recordings is smaller than saturation magnetization, it has the defect that a vertical

remanence ratio is not set to 1 . For this reason, a reversal magnetization field generates the magnetic layer of a CoCr
alloy in a long wavelength record portion, and it is known that it will cause a noise.

[0005] In order to solve this problem, as such a magnetic layer, there is a laminating magnetic layer which carried out

the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns that what is necessary is just to use the big material of a vertical magnetic

anisotropy as a magnetic layer of magnetic-recording data medium for vertical magnetic recordings.

[0006] Conventional magnetic-recording data medium which used as the record layer the laminating magnetic layer

which carried out the laminating of this Co, Pt, or Pd to below by turns with reference to drawing 14 is explained. 1 is a

substrate, and although the construction material of this differs according to the class ofmagnetic-recording data

medium, it is glass plates here, for example. On the substrate 1, covering formation of the substrate layer 3 which

thickness becomes from Pt layer which is 20nm is carried out through the glue line 2 which thickness becomes from Ti

layer which is lnm. On the substrate layer 3, covering formation of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 to which

the laminating ofCo layer whose thickness is 0.6nm, and the Pt layer whose thickness is 0.8nm was carried out 20

sheets at a time by turns, respectively is carried out. On the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, covering formation

of the protective layer 5 which thickness becomes from C which is lOnm is carried out.

[0007] The conventional field inboard and the conventional perpendicular direction magnetization curve ofmagnetic-

recording data medium which were illustrated to drawing 15 at drawing 14 are shown. In drawing 15 , a horizontal axis

shows intensity-of-magnetization H (kOe), and an axis of ordinate shows Magnetization M. The playback spectrum

when recording and reproducing the signal of constant frequency by the magnetic-recording data medium in

conventional magnetic-recording data medium illustrated to drawing 16 at drawing 14 is shown. In drawing 16 , a

horizontal axis shows f (frequency) (MHz) and an axis of ordinate shows a noise level (dB). In addition, about

assessment of the property of drawing 15 and drawing 16 , it mentions later.

[0008]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, since there is little generating of the noise in a laminating

magnetic-recording layer since magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer

which carried out the laminating of this Co, Pt, or Pd by turns has enough the vertical magnetic anisotropy of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer larger than saturation magnetization, but on the other hand there are many
transition noises, it is unsuitable for short wavelength record.

[0009] In view of this point, in magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer

which carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns, the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording
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layer tends to decrease substantially, and this invention tends to propose the suitable thing for short wavelength record.

[0010] By the way, when a laminating magnetic-recording layer becomes thick, the noise of conventional magnetic-

recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which carried out the laminating of this Co,

Pt, or Pd by turns increases according to buildup of crystal grain beyond the increment in an output, and it has the defect

that S/N deteriorates.

[001 1] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer to which this invention

carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns in view of this point, even if a laminating magnetic-recording

layer is thick, buildup of crystal grain tends to be suppressed and it is going to propose what can control deterioration of

S/N.

[0012] Moreover, in magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which carried

out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns, a transition noise decreases substantially, and while this invention is

suitable for short wavelength record, even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, it tends to suppress buildup

of crystal grain and tends to propose what can control deterioration of S/N.

[0013] By the way, in magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which

carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns, when the soft magnetism layer was prepared in the bottom of the

laminating magnetic-recording layer, record transition can be written clearly, but on the other hand it turned out that the

noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer increases in many cases. Here, it means that, as for the ability "to write

record transition clearly", crystal grain becomes small, and the magnetic interaction between grains becomes small, and

a blot of record transition decreases.

[0014] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer to which this invention

carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns in view of this point, while being able to write record transition

clearly by preparing a soft magnetism layer in the bottom of a laminating magnetic-recording layer, it is going to

propose what can control the increment in the noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer by existence of the soft

magnetism layer.

[0015] By the way, Co, Pt, or Pd is set to magnetic-recording data medium by which the laminating magnetic-recording

layer which carried out the laminating by turns was prepared. As a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording

layer, either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum

203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) Ifone (or either

of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, is

prepared Although this invention person found out that the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer

decreased substantially, and suitable magnetic-recording data medium for short wavelength record was obtained as a

result of research, when the laminating magnetic-recording layer was thin, it turned out that coercive force declines.

[0016] The laminating magnetic-recording layer which this invention becomes from Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer

in view of this point, It is magnetic-recording data medium which has a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-

recording layer. As the substrate layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag,

Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and

HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) In magnetic-recording data medium which prepared one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC,

and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN Even if a laminating magnetic-

recording layer is thin, it is going to propose what can control lowering of coercive force.

[0017] By the way, the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer, It

is magnetic-recording data medium which has a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording layer. As the

substrate layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 -) Either

of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, (or it SiC(s)) One composite material of carbide, such as TiC, ZrC,

and TaC, is prepared. Thickness by 0.3nm or more fragmentation layer lOnm or less [ a laminating magnetic-recording

layer ] Even if the laminating magnetic-recording layer was thick, magnetic-recording data medium which it comes to

divide into two or more layers could suppress buildup of crystal grain, and could control deterioration of S/N, but when
each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer was thin, it turned out that

coercive force declines.

[0018] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer to which this invention

carried out the laminating of Co, Pt, or the Pd by turns in view of this point, even if a laminating magnetic-recording

layer is thick, while being able to suppress buildup of crystal grain and being able to control deterioration of S/N, even if

each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin, it is going to propose that

to which coercive force does not fall.
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[0019] By the way, the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer, It

is magnetic-recording data medium which has a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording layer. The
laminating magnetic-recording layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh,

Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or

Si3 N4 -) It consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides,

such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness by 0.3nm or more fragmentation layer lOnm or less Although

magnetic-recording data medium which it comes to divide into two or more layers can suppress buildup of crystal grain

and can control deterioration of S/N even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick On the other hand, if the

thickness of each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer is smaller than 3nm,

sufficient coercive force will not be acquired, and if larger than 20nm, sufficient noise reduction effect will not be

acquired.

[0020] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which this invention

becomes from Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer in view of this point, even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is

thick, while being able to suppress buildup of crystal grain and being able to control deterioration of S/N, it is going to

propose that from which sufficient coercive force is acquired and sufficient noise reduction effect is acquired.

[0021]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In magnetic-recording data medium which has a laminating magnetic-recording layer

which the 1st this invention becomes from Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer, and a substrate layer to the laminating

magnetic-recording layer a substrate layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag,

Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and

HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) It is magnetic-recording data medium which it comes to consist of composite-material layers which

consist of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N,

BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN.

[0022] According to this 1st this invention, a substrate layer to a laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of

a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh,

Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or

Si3 N4 --) Since it consists of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC,

ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, a transition noise in a

laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases substantially.

[0023] In magnetic-recording data medium which has a laminating magnetic-recording layer which the 2nd this

invention becomes from Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer a laminating magnetic-recording layer Either of the metals

of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO,
either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 —) It consists ofone (or either of carbide, such as

SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, and thickness is

magnetic-recording data medium which it comes to divide into two or more layers by 0.3nm or more fragmentation

layer lOnm or less.

[0024] In magnetic-recording data medium which has a laminating magnetic-recording layer which the 3rd this

invention becomes from Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer, and a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording

layer a substrate layer Either of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) While
consisting of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC)
composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN A laminating magnetic-recording layer Either

of the metals of face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02,

Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) It consists ofone (or either of
carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, and

thickness is magnetic-recording data medium which it comes to divide into two or more layers by 0.3nm or more
fragmentation layer lOnm or less.

[0025] A soft magnetism layer which the 4th this invention becomes from NiFe, CoZr, or FeN, Either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu formed on the soft magnetism layer, Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 -) It

consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N,
BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness A with a lnm or more thickness [ thickness 30nm or less ] composite-material layer,

It is magnetic-recording data medium which has a laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of Pt layer (or Pd
layer) and Co layer which were formed on the composite-material layer.
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[0026] The 5th this invention is magnetic-recording data medium between which become from either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of
the metal) between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness

[ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to be placed in the 1st this invention.

[0027] In the 2nd this invention, the 6th this invention between each class divided by fragmentation layer of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer, and a fragmentation layer It is magnetic-recording data medium between which

become from either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum,

nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal), and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ]

coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to be placed.

[0028] In the 3rd this invention, the 7th this invention between each class divided by fragmentation layer of a laminating

magnetic-recording layer, and a fragmentation layer It is magnetic-recording data medium between which become from

either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or

either of the alloys of the metal), and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering

control layer is made to come to be placed.

[0029] The 8th this invention is magnetic-recording data medium between which become from either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of

the metal) between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness

[ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to be placed in the 3rd this invention.

[0030] The 9th this invention is magnetic-recording data medium between which become from either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either ofthe alloys of

the metal) between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a composite-material layer, and a with a 0.3nm or more
thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to be placed in the 4th this

invention.

[0031] The 10th and 1 1th this inventions are magnetic-recording data medium by which it comes to set thickness of

each class divided by composite-material layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer as 3nm or more 20nm or less in

the 2nd and 3rd this inventions, respectively.

[0032]

[Embodiment of the Invention] First, with reference to drawing 1 , an example ofmagnetic-recording data medium of

the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained. 1 is a substrate, and although the construction material of this

differs according to the class of magnetic-recording data medium, it is glass plates here, for example. On a substrate 1,

covering formation of the substrate layer 2 is carried out through a glue line 2. When a substrate 1 is a glass plate, as a

glue line 2, Ti is used and the thickness is Inm, for example.

[0033] And covering formation of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer)

and a Co layer on the substrate layer 3 is carried out. Here, as for this laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, the

laminating of the 0.6nm Co layer is carried out [ thickness ] at a time for 20 thickness to 0.6nm Pd layer by turns,

respectively.

[0034] On the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, covering formation of the protective layer 5 is carried out. This

protective layer 5 consists ofC of lOnm thickness here, for example.

[0035] The above-mentioned substrate layer 2 Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au,

Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, It consists of composite-material layers which

consist of one (or either of the nitrides, such as Si3N4, and A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, GaN) (or either of carbide, such as SiC,

TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO. By having the presentation

which requires the substrate layer 2, the transition noise looked at by magnetic-recording data medium which consists of

a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer, and which it has laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 can be decreased greatly.

Here, the substrate layer 2 is Au and Si02. Consisting of a composite-material layer which consists of composite

material, the thickness is 20nm.

[0036] The material which cannot receive chemical change of oxidation, nitriding, etc. easily is chosen, and especially

Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu that are the metal of above-mentioned face-centered legislation structure used for the

substrate layer 2 are possible also for an alloy. Above-mentioned Si02 used for the substrate layer 2, aluminum 203,
MgO, and Ti02, either of the oxides, such as Li2 O, CaO, ZnO and ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) Either of the

nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) consists of a

compound with the element which is easy to combine with oxygen, such as Si, aluminum, and Ti, or nitrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen, carbon, etc.

[0037] The field inboard and the perpendicular direction magnetization curve of magnetic-recording data medium of
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operation of drawing 1 are shown in drawing 2 . [ of a gestalt ] In drawing 2 , a horizontal axis shows intensity-of-

magnetization H (kOe), and an axis of ordinate shows Magnetization M. Since the inclination (dM/dH) of the field

inboard magnetization curve of drawing 2 is steep compared with the inclination (dM/dH) of the field inboard

magnetization curve of drawing 15
,
magnetic-recording,data medium with few [ there are few interactions between

magnetic particles and ] noises which are contained in a regenerative signal for this reason is obtained.

[0038] Drawing 3 shows the playback spectrum when recording and reproducing the signal of constant frequency to an

example of magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1 . In drawing 3 , a horizontal axis shows f (frequency) (MHz)
and an axis of ordinate shows a noise level (dB).

[0039] Drawing 3 and the playback spectrum of drawing 16 on the glass disk whose diameter is 2.5 inches Relative

velocity [ as opposed to / form drawing 1 and magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 14
,
respectively, and / the

magnetic head for the disk ] is 15 m/sec. It is made to rotate so that it may become. The signal whose frequency is

50MHz is recorded on formed magnetic-recording data medium by the MR head (magnetoresistive head) whose
recording track width of face is 1.2 micrometers, and regenerative-track width of face reproduces and measures the

record signal by the MR head which is 0.9 micrometers. When playback SUPEKURU ofdrawing 3 and drawing 16 is

compared, it turns out that the noise level of drawing 3 is lower than drawing 16 .

[0040] The rate of a coat ofAu of the target of the substrate layer 3 of magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1

(%) and the relation between Au ******** (%) contained in a film were illustrated as a characteristic curve to drawing

4 . Au and Si02 which constitute the substrate layer 3 in the case of this measurement A volume ratio is Au:60% and
Si02. : It was 40%.

[0041] While changing the thickness ofCo layer in the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 in magnetic-recording

data medium in drawing 1 into 0.5nm from 0.6nm and changing into drawing 5 Pd layer whose thickness is 0.8nm at Pt

layer whose thickness is lnm From the layer whose thickness is 20nm (Au+aluminum 203), when the substrate layer 3

is changed into the layer whose thickness is 20nm (Pt+aluminum 203), it can be set. The relation between the ratios

(S/N) (dB) of the vertical coercive force He (kOe) and the signal pair noise to the volume ratio (%) of Pt in the substrate

layer 3 is shown as a characteristic curve. In this case, magnetic-recording data medium is formed on the glass disk

whose radius is 2.5 inches, respectively. Relative velocity [ as opposed to the magnetic head for the disk ] is 15 m/sec. It

is made to rotate so that it may become. The signal whose frequency is 50MHz by the MR head (magnetoresistive head)

whose recording track width of face is 1.2 micrometers It recorded on formed magnetic-recording data medium,
regenerative-track width of face reproduced the record signal with 0.9micromMR arm head, and the ratio of the 50MHz
signal in the regenerative signal and the noise reinforcement which integrated with the noise from 0MHz to 80MHz was
made into S/N.

[0042] Next, with reference to drawing 6 , other examples of magnetic-recording data medium ofthe gestalt of
operation of this invention are explained. By this magnetic-recording data medium, since a substrate 1, a glue line 2, the

substrate layer 3, and a protective layer 5 are the same as an example ofmagnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1 ,

that explanation is omitted and the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is explained.

[0043] By the way, by **** magnetic-recording data medium shown in drawing 1 , if the laminating magnetic recording

4 becomes thick, according to buildup of crystal grain, a noise will increase beyond the increment in an output and a

signal-noise ratio (S/N) will deteriorate.

[0044] Then, the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 of this magnetic-recording data medium The laminating

magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer Either of the metals of the face-

centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, and Ir, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the
oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) It consists ofone (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC,
and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN, and thickness is divided and
constituted by two or more layers by the 0.3nm or more fragmentation layer 6 lOnm or less.

[0045] By constituting the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 in this way, the grain growth in the laminating

magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer by the fragmentation layer 6 is

stopped, and even if the laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, the increment in a noise is suppressed.

[0046] When the thickness of the fragmentation layer 6 is thinner than 0.3nm, sufficient noise reduction effect is not

acquired, and when thicker than lOnm, the thickness of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 becomes thick too

much, and it becomes impossible to perform record sufficient at the time ofhigh density record.

[0047] Thickness in the example ofdrawing 6 for example, Pd layer whose thickness is 0.6nm and thickness For

example, the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of 30 sets of layers which 0.6nm Co layer turns into

from Pd layer and Co layer by which the laminating was carried out by turns 20 sheets at a time, respectively For

example, by the fragmentation layer 6 oftwo sheets which thickness becomes from the layer which is 0.6nm
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(Au+Si02), it trichotomizes and divides into every 10 sets ofPd layers and Co layers.

[0048] Next, with reference to drawing 7 , other examples ofmagnetic-recording data medium of the gestalt of

operation of this invention are explained. By this magnetic-recording data medium, since a substrate 1, a glue line 2, the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, and a protective layer 5 are the same as an example of magnetic-recording data

medium of drawing 1 , that explanation is omitted.

[0049] This magnetic-recording data medium minds a glue line (for example, Ti layer of lnm thickness) 2. The soft

magnetism layer 7 which consists of NiFe, CoZr, or FeN by which covering formation was carried out on the substrate

(for example, glass plate) 1, Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and

Cu formed on the soft magnetism layer 7, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, ZnO, ZrO, and Y2 ~ either

of the oxides, such as 03 and HfO, (or Si3 N4 —) It consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and

TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness The with a lnm or more
thickness [ thickness 30nm or less ] composite-material layer 8, It has the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 which

consists of Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer which were formed on the composite-material layer 8.

[0050] Now, if a soft magnetism layer is allotted to the magnetic-recording layer bottom for vertical recording, it will be

known that record transition can be written clearly, but on the other hand the noise of a magnetic-recording layer will

increase in many cases. Then, as mentioned above, if the above-mentioned composite-material layer 8 is inserted

between the soft magnetism layer 7 and the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, the noise generated in a magnetic-

recording layer can be reduced.

[0051] When the thickness of the composite-material layer 8 is thinner than lnm, the noise reduction effect is not

acquired, but when thicker than 30nm, the distance between the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 and the soft

magnetism layer 7 separates too much, and the above-mentioned effect by the soft magnetism layer 7 becomes small.

[0052] In the example ofdrawing 7 , thickness uses 0.6nm Pd layer and the thing to which the laminating of the 0.6nm
Co layer was carried out at a time for 20 thickness by turns, respectively as a laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 as a

composite-material layer 8 using the layer whose thickness is lOnm (Au+Si02), using for example, a NiFe layer as a

soft magnetism layer 7.

[0053] Next, with reference to drawing 8 , other examples ofmagnetic-recording data medium of the gestalt of

operation of this invention are explained. By this magnetic-recording data medium, since a substrate 1, a glue line 2, the

substrate layer 3, the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, and a protective layer 5 are the same as an example of

magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1 , that explanation is omitted.

[0054] In magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1 , if the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 on the substrate

layer 3 which consists of composite material is thin, reduction in coercive force will arise.

[0055] This magnetic-recording data medium consists of either ofthe metals of face-centered legislation structures, such

as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of that metal) between the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 4 and the substrate layer 3, and the with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ]

coercive force lowering control layer 9 is made to come to be placed between it in magnetic-recording data medium
concerning drawing 1 . By inclusion of this coercive force lowering control layer 9, lowering of coercive force when the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is thin can be controlled.

[0056] In the example of drawing 8 , the holding power lowering control layer 9 consists for example, of a Pt layer.

[0057] Next, drawing 9 is explained. Carry out the laminating of Pd layer whose thickness of five sheets is 0.5nm,

respectively, and the Co layer whose thickness is 0.6nm by turns, and the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is

constituted. Pt is 50% and Si02. The layer which consists of 50% and whose thickness is 30nm (Pt+Si02) is used.

Inserting the coercive force lowering control layer 9 which consists of Pd between the laminating magnetic-recording

layer 4 and the substrate layer 3, other configurations show the characteristic curve which shows the relation between

the thickness of Pd layer, the coercive force (He) of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, and (kOe) to drawing 9

in magnetic-recording data medium made to be the same as that of drawing 8 . When the thickness ofPd layer is 3-5nm,

coercive force (He) serves as a peak (the peak value is abbreviation 2.5kOe).

[0058] Next, with reference to drawing 10 , other examples ofmagnetic-recording data medium of the gestalt of

operation of this invention are explained. By this magnetic-recording data medium, since a substrate 1, a glue line 2, the

substrate layer 3, and a protective layer 5 are the same as an example of magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 6 ,

that explanation is omitted.

[0059] In magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 6 , if each class of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4

divided by the fragmentation layer 6 which consists of composite material is thin, reduction in coercive force will arise.

[0060] Then, magnetic-recording data medium of this drawing 10 is set to magnetic-recording data medium concerning

drawing 6 . Between each class divided by the fragmentation layer 6 of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, and
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the fragmentation layer 6 It consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd,

Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal), and the with a 0.3nm or more thickness

[ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer 9 is made to come to intervene. By inclusion of this

coercive force lowering control layer 9, lowering of coercive force when each class divided by the fragmentation layer 6

of the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is thin can be controlled.

[0061] Next, the modification of the example of magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 10 is explained. In

magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 6 , if the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 on the substrate layer 3

which consists of composite material is thin, reduction in coercive force will arise.

[0062] In magnetic-recording data medium which the modification of the example ofmagnetic-recording data medium
of drawing 10 requires for ** which omits a graphic display, and drawing 6 in a laminating magnetic-recording layer A
coercive force lowering control layer is not prepared. Between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate

layer Pt, It consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum,

nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal), and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ]

coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to intervene. By inclusion of this coercive force lowering control

layer, lowering of coercive force when a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin can be controlled. The holding

power lowering control layer in this case also consists of a Pt layer.

[0063] Next, other modifications of the example of drawing 10 are explained. Magnetic-recording data medium of other

modifications between each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer, and a

fragmentation layer like ** which omits a graphic display, and magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 10 It

consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel,

and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal). While the with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ]

coercive force lowering control layer 9 is made to come to intervene It differs from drawing 10 . Also between a

laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer Pt, Au, It consists of either of the metals of face-centered

legislation structures, such as Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal), and a with

a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to intervene.

While being able to control lowering of coercive force when each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin by inclusion ofthe coercive force lowering control layer in a laminating

magnetic-recording layer according to this magnetic-recording data medium, lowering of coercive force when the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is thin can be controlled by inclusion of the coercive force lowering control layer

between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer.

[0064] Next, with reference to drawing 1 1 , other examples ofmagnetic-recording data medium of the gestalt of
operation of this invention are explained. By this magnetic-recording data medium, since a substrate 1, a glue line 2, the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 4, a protective layer 5, and the soft magnetism layer 7 are the same as an example
of magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 7 , that explanation is omitted.

[0065] In magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 7 , if the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 on the

composite-material layer 8 is thin, reduction in coercive force will arise.

[0066] Then, magnetic-recording data medium of drawing 1

1

consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation

structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either ofthe alloys of this metal), and makes the

with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer 9 intervene between the

laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 and the composite-material layer 8 in magnetic-recording data medium of
drawing 7 . According to magnetic-recording data medium of this drawing 1

1

, by inclusion of this coercive force

lowering control layer 9, even if the laminating magnetic-recording layer 4 is thin, coercive force lowering can be
controlled.

[0067] For example, Pt layer as a coercive force lowering control layer 9 is made to intervene between the laminating

magnetic-recording layer 4 and the composite-material layer 8 in the example of drawing 1 1 .

[0068]

[Example] Next, with reference to the table Fig. ofdrawing 12 , the coercive force (kOe) and S/N (dB) of magnetic-
recording data medium of the layer system and layer system ofthe example ofmagnetic-recording data medium of the
gestalt of operation of this invention are shown.

[0069] The Co layer 15 whose thickness which Example a belongs to magnetic-recording data medium of the type of
drawing 8 , and contains Cr as an impurity is 0.5nm, i.e., Co85Cr, In magnetic-recording data medium which has the

laminating magnetic-recording layer to which the laminating of the Pd layer whose thickness is lnm was carried out 30
sheets at a time by turns, respectively, and the substrate [ in which thickness is 15nm ] layer which it becomes from 80%
ofAg, and 20% of composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio, respectively The coercive force lowering
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control layer which consists of a Pd layer and whose thickness is 3nm was made to intervene between a laminating

magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, and coercive force and S/N are 2.6kOe(s) and 28dB, respectively.

[0070] The Co layer 15 whose thickness which Example b belongs to magnetic-recording data medium of the

modification ofthe type of drawing 10 , and contains Cr as an impurity is 0.5nm, i.e., Co85Cr, The laminating

magnetic-recording layer to which the laminating of the Pd layer whose thickness is lnm was carried out 15 sheets at a

time by turns, respectively, Consist of 80% ofAg, and 20% of composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio,

respectively. By the fragmentation layer which magnetic-recording data-medium ******** which has a substrate [ in

which thickness is 15nm ] layer, and a laminating magnetic-recording layer turn into from 80% of Ag, and 20% of

composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio, respectively, whose thickness is 3nm, respectively and whose
number is two While being dichotomized, the coercive force lowering control layer which thickness becomes from Pd
layer which is 3nm was made to intervene between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, and

coercive force and S/N are 2.2 and 32, respectively.

[0071] The Co layer 15 whose thickness in which Example c belongs to magnetic-recording data medium ofthe

modification of the type of drawing 10 , and contains Cr as an impurity is 0.5nm, i.e., Co85Cr, The laminating

magnetic-recording layer to which the laminating of the Pd layer whose thickness is lnm was carried out ten sheets at a

time by turns, respectively, Consist of 80% of Ag, and 20% of composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio,

respectively. By the fragmentation layer which magnetic-recording data-medium ******** which has a substrate [ in

which thickness is 15nm ] layer, and a laminating magnetic-recording layer turn into from 80% of Ag, and 20% of

composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio, respectively, whose thickness is 3nm, respectively and whose
number is three While being quadrisected, the coercive force lowering control layer which thickness becomes from Pd
layer which is 3nm was made to intervene between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, and

coercive force and S/N are 1.7 and 33, respectively.

[0072] The Co layer 15 whose thickness which the gestalt d of operation belongs to magnetic-recording data medium of

other modifications of the type of drawing 10 , and contains Cr as an impurity is 0.5nm, i.e., Co85Cr, The laminating

magnetic-recording layer to which the laminating of the Pd layer whose thickness is lnm was carried out ten sheets at a

time by turns, respectively Between either of each class which was divided by four layers in the fragmentation layer of

three sheets which consists of 80% ofAg, and 20% of composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio,

respectively, and was divided into four layers in the fragmentation layer of three sheets of a laminating magnetic-

recording layer, and a fragmentation layer While allotting the coercive force lowering control layer which consists of a

Pd layer, between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and the substrate layer which consists of 80% ofAg, and 20%
of composite material ofAg and MgO by the volume ratio, respectively The coercive force lowering control layer

whose thickness it is thin from Pd layer is lnm is made to come to intervene, and the coercive force and S/N are 2.5 and

36, respectively.

[0073] If the number of partitions by the fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer is increased from

the coercive force and S/N of an example of this drawing 12 by drawing 6 , drawing 8 , and magnetic-recording data

medium of the type of drawing 10 , S/N will improve, but although coercive force tends to decrease a little, while being

able to control that coercive force lowering by preparing the coercive force lowering control layer like Pd layer, it turns

out that lowering of S/N is also improved.

[0074] Next, with reference to the table Fig. of drawing 13 , the coercive force (kOe) and S/N (dB) of magnetic-

recording data medium of the conventional example which should be compared with the example of magnetic-recording

data medium of the gestalt of operation of this invention and this are shown.

[0075] The conventional example is magnetic-recording data medium which carried out the laminating of the Pd layer

whose thickness is 20nm to the laminating magnetic-recording layer bottom which piled up at a time by turns 20 Pd
layers whose Co layers and thickness whose thickness is 0.4nm are 0.6nm, respectively, and coercive force and S/N are

3.4kOe(s) and 12dB, respectively.

[0076] It is magnetic-recording data medium by which Example e belongs to the type of drawing 1 , and Co layer whose
thickness is 0.6nm, and Pt layer whose thickness is lnm consist of a laminating magnetic-recording layer by which the

laminating was carried out 1 5 sheets at a time, respectively, and a substrate layer of the composite material which
consists of 70% of Rh, and 30% ofTiN by the volume ratio, respectively, and the coercive force and S/N are 2.2kOe(s)

and 28dB, respectively.

[0077] The laminating magnetic-recording layer by which Example f belonged to the type of drawing 8 , and the

laminating ofCo whose thickness is lnm, and every 30 Pt layers whose thickness is 0.5nm was carried out mutually,

respectively, They are 60% of Ir, and 40% of Si3 N4 at a volume ratio, respectively. In magnetic-recording data medium
which has a substrate [ in which the thickness it is thin from composite material is 40nm ] layer In the case where the
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coercive force lowering control layer which thickness becomes from Pd layer which is 3nm is made to intervene

between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer, coercive force and S/N are 1.7 and 25,

respectively.

[0078] The laminating magnetic-recording layer by which Example g belonged to the type of drawing 8 , and the

laminating of Co whose thickness is lnm, and every ten Pt layers whose thickness is 0.5nm was carried out mutually,

respectively, a volume ratio - respectively — 50% of Pt, and 50% of Si3 N4 In magnetic-recording data medium which

has a substrate [ in which thin thickness is 20nm ] layer from - In the case where the coercive force lowering control

layer which thickness becomes from Pd layer which is 3nm is made to intervene between a laminating magnetic-

recording layer and a substrate layer, coercive force and S/N are 1.5 and 30, respectively.

[0079] It is magnetic-recording data medium by which Example h belongs to the type of drawing 1 , and Co layer

whose thickness is 0.6nm, and Pt layer whose thickness is lnm consist of a laminating magnetic-recording layer by
which the laminating was carried out 20 sheets at a time, respectively, and a substrate layer of the composite material

which consists of70% ofAu, and 30% of SiC by the volume ratio, respectively, and the coercive force and S/N are

2.3kOe(s) and 33dB, respectively.

[0080] Ten layers ofCo layers whose thickness which Example i belongs to the type of drawing 8 , and contains

Impurity nickel is 0.7nm, i.e., Co90nickel, The laminating magnetic-recording layer by which the laminating of every

30 Pt layers whose thickness is 0.8nm was carried out mutually, respectively, a volume ratio - respectively - 70% of Pt

layer, and 30% ofY2 03 In magnetic-recording data medium by which the thickness which consists ofbecoming
composite material consists of a substrate layer which is 15nm from - Coercive force and S/N are 2.0 and 30,

respectively in the case where the fragmentation layer which thickness becomes from Pt layer which is 3nm is inserted

between a laminating magnetic-recording layer and a substrate layer.

[0081] Example j belongs to the type ofdrawing 10 , and it has the laminating magnetic-recording layer to which the

laminating of Co layer whose thickness is 0.6nm, and the Pd layer whose thickness is 0.5nm was carried out by turns.

While the thickness which the laminating magnetic-recording layer becomes from 90% ofAu and 10% ofZrN by the

volume ratio, respectively is divided into two-layer by the fragmentation layer which is one sheet which is 5nm between
a fragmentation layer and the divided laminating magnetic-recording layers - nickel80Fel5Ta5 from ~ it is magnetic-

recording data medium in which the coercive force lowering control layer whose thin thickness is 20nm was made to

insert, and S/N is 32.

[0082]

[Effect of the Invention] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which
consists of a Pt layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer, and a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording layer

according to the 1st this invention a substrate layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt,

Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2
03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 —) Since it comes to consist of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of

carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material ofthe nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN The
transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer can decrease substantially, and can obtain suitable magnetic-

recording data medium for short wavelength record.

[0083] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt

layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer according to the 2nd this invention a laminating magnetic-recording layer Either of

the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO,
Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --) It consists of one (or either

of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN.
Thickness by 0.3nm or more fragmentation layer lOnm or less Since it comes to be divided into two or more layers,

even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, buildup of crystal grain can be suppressed and magnetic-

recording data medium which can control deterioration of S/N can be obtained.

[0084] In magnetic-recording data medium which has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of a Pt

layer (or Pd layer) and a Co layer, and a substrate layer to the laminating magnetic-recording layer according to the 3rd

this invention a substrate layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir,

and Cu, Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or

Si3 N4 --) While coming to consist of composite-material layers which consist of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC,

TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N, BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN A laminating magnetic-

recording layer Either of the metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu, Si02,

aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y203, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 -) It

consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N,
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BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness by 0.3nm or more fragmentation layer lOnm or less Since it comes to be divided

into two or more layers, while the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases substantially and
becomes suitable for short wavelength record, even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, buildup of crystal

grain can be suppressed and magnetic-recording data medium which can control deterioration of S/N can be obtained.

[0085] The soft magnetism layer which consists ofNiFe, CoZr, or FeN according to the 4th this invention, Either of the

metals of the face-centered legislation structure of Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, and Cu formed on the soft magnetism layer,

Si02, aluminum 203, MgO, Ti02, Li2 O, CaO, either of the oxides, such as ZnO, ZrO, Y2 03, and HfO, (or Si3 N4 --)

It consists of one (or either of carbide, such as SiC, TiC, ZrC, and TaC) composite material of the nitrides, such as A1N,

BN, Tin, ZrN, and GaN. Thickness A with a lnm or more thickness [ thickness 30nm or less ] composite-material layer,

Since it has the laminating magnetic-recording layer which consists of Pt layer (or Pd layer) and Co layer which were

formed on the composite-material layer While being able to write record transition clearly, magnetic-recording data

medium which can control the increment in the noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer by existence of the soft

magnetism layer can be obtained.

[0086] According to the 5th this invention, it sets to the 1st this invention. Between a laminating magnetic-recording

layer and a substrate layer Since it consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au,

Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal) and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness

[ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to intervene While the transition noise in

a laminating magnetic-recording layer decreases substantially and becomes suitable for short wavelength record, even if

a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin, magnetic-recording data medium which can control lowering of coercive

force can be obtained.

[0087] According to the 6th this invention, in the 2nd this invention, between each class divided by the fragmentation

layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer, and a fragmentation layer Since it consists of either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of

the metal) and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made
to come to intervene Even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, while being able to suppress buildup of

crystal grain and being able to control deterioration of S/N, even if each class divided by the fragmentation layer of a

laminating magnetic-recording layer becomes thin, magnetic-recording data medium which can control lowering of

coercive force can be obtained.

[0088] According to the 7th this invention, in the 3rd this invention, between each class divided by the fragmentation

layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer, and a fragmentation layer Since it consists of either of the metals of

face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of

the metal) and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made
to come to intervene While the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer can decrease substantially, and

it can become suitable for short wavelength record, buildup of crystal grain can be suppressed even if a laminating

magnetic-recording layer is thick, and being able to control deterioration of S/N Even if each class divided by the

fragmentation layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer becomes thin, magnetic-recording data medium which can

control lowering of coercive force can be obtained.

[0089] According to the 8th this invention, it sets to the 3rd this invention. Between a laminating magnetic-recording

layer and a substrate layer Since it consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such as Pt, Au,

Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal) and a with a 0.3nm or more thickness

[ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to intervene While the transition noise in

a laminating magnetic-recording layer can decrease substantially, and it can become suitable for short wavelength

record, buildup of crystal grain can be suppressed even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick, and being able

to control deterioration of S/N Even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin, magnetic-recording data medium
which can control lowering of coercive force can be obtained.

[0090] According to the 9th this invention, it sets to the 4th this invention. Between a laminating magnetic-recording

layer and a composite-material layer Since it consists of either of the metals of face-centered legislation structures, such

as Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Rh, Ir, aluminum, nickel, and Cu, (or either of the alloys of the metal) and a with a 0.3nm or more
thickness [ thickness 5nm or less ] coercive force lowering control layer is made to come to intervene While being able

to write record transition clearly, magnetic-recording data medium which can control the increment in the noise in a

laminating magnetic-recording layer by existence of the soft magnetism layer, and can control lowering of coercive
force even if a laminating magnetic-recording layer is thin can be obtained.

[0091] While being able to suppress buildup of crystal grain and being able to control deterioration of S/N even if a

laminating magnetic-recording layer is thick since it comes to set the thickness of each class divided by the composite-
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material layer of a laminating magnetic-recording layer as 3nm or more 20nm or less in the 2nd this invention according

to the 10th this invention, magnetic-recording data medium by which sufficient coercive force is acquired and sufficient

noise reduction effect is acquired can be obtained.

[0092] Since it comes to set the thickness of each class divided by the composite-material layer of a laminating

magnetic-recording layer as 3nm or more 20nm or less in the 3rd this invention according to the 1 1th this invention

While the transition noise in a laminating magnetic-recording layer can decrease substantially, and it can become
suitable for short wavelength record, buildup of crystal grain can be suppressed even if a laminating magnetic-recording

layer is thick, and being able to control deterioration of S/N Magnetic-recording data medium by which sufficient

coercive force is acquired and sufficient noise reduction effect is acquired can be obtained.

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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[Drawing 15]
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[Translation done.]
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